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ABSTRACT
Prior work suggests that the potential benefits of mixed ini-
tiative management of multiple robots are mitigated by sit-
uational factors, including workload and operator expertise.
In this paper, we present an experiment where allowing a su-
pervisor and group of searchers to jointly decide the correct
level of autonomy for a given situation (“mixed initiative”)
results in better overall performance than giving an agent
exclusive control over their level of autonomy (“adaptive au-
tonomy”) or giving a supervisor exclusive control over the
agent’s level of autonomy (“adjustable autonomy”), regard-
less of the supervisor’s expertise or workload. In light of
prior work, we identify two elements of our experiment that
appear to be requirements for effective mixed initiative con-
trol of large-scale robotic teams: (a) Agents must be capable
of making progress toward a goal without having to wait for
human input in most circumstances. (b) The operator con-
trol interface must help the human to rapidly understand
and modify the progress and intent of several agents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics—autonomous ve-
hicles, operator interfaces

General Terms
Human Factors

Keywords
Adaptive Autonomy, Adjustable Autonomy, Mixed Initia-
tive, Human-Robot Interaction, Unmanned Vehicles, User
Study

1. INTRODUCTION
Many tasks benefit from or require large numbers of robotic

agents, but as the number of agents or teams increases so
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does the operator’s workload. To allow large robot teams1

without exceeding workload limits, a common solution is
to give the agents autonomy. Although autonomy can be
characterized in many different ways [10], we operationally
define autonomy as the set of tasks the agents take or are
assigned [15]. A set of tasks defines a role, so an agent’s level
of autonomy is the agent’s role or set of roles [11, 20].

The level of autonomy has the potential to change over
time. Three approaches can be taken in dynamically control-
ling the level of autonomy: adaptive autonomy (DA), giv-
ing the agent exclusive control; adjustable autonomy (JA),
giving the supervisor exclusive control; and mixed initiative
(MI), where the agent and supervisor collaborate to main-
tain the best perceived level of autonomy.

While a supervisor may have better task-specific knowl-
edge of the situation, the agents may be able to better per-
form systematic routines. Thus, MI control should theoreti-
cally be superior to both JA and DA since MI control better
uses the complementary abilities of humans and agents. Un-
fortunately, some results from the literature suggest that MI
control may fail under some circumstances.

In this paper, we present an experiment that compares
MI, DA and JA control in a simulated Wilderness Search
and Rescue (WiSAR) domain. As implemented in this pa-
per, the human and agents have complementary abilities:
the human manager focuses resources better on likely search
areas, but the robotic agents tend to more effectively uti-
lize large numbers of agents to systematically cover ground.
Since experimental results indicate that MI outperforms DA
and JA in this domain, we will identify elements of the in-
terface and autonomy design that appear to be essential for
effective mixed initiative control of large-scale robotic teams.
Identifying these essential design elements from the specific
experiment results offer some lessons that may generalize
to other problem domains, though future work should more
carefully explore how general these lessons are.

2. RELATED LITERATURE
Using MI in team settings has been studied previously

for a single human and a single robot [13], for two or three
robots managed by an equal number of supervisors [17], and
for a dozen agents operating under swarm behavior [3]. In
addition, the impact of DA and JA control on performance
and workload has been studied, both for single agents and
for teams of robots. [1, 11, 7, 18]. Results indicate that MI
control can sometimes fail to achieve its theoretical benefit,

1We restrict attention to teams of semi-independent robots
rather than swarms.



particularly in the presence of variations in expertise and
workload. Efforts to use decision theoretic techniques to
improve MI interactions show promise [12], but much work
needs to be done to identify the key components of ideal MI
interaction.

When discussing managing teams of robots, it is appro-
priate to consider the fan-out metric [4]. This metric indi-
cates that autonomy significantly impacts fan-out (via ne-
glect time) by determining how long a robot can operate
without human input; similarly, the operator control inter-
face also impacts fan-out (via interaction time) by influenc-
ing how quickly the human can instruct one or more robots.
Importantly, whether or not a robot can wait for human in-
put is a key determinant of fan-out; if the robot can still op-
erate, albeit in a potentially degraded state [5], the number
of robots that a single human can manage can dramatically
increase [6]. Since MI, DA, and JA control allow for balanc-
ing of neglect and interaction times in response to shifting
workloads, each control scheme can potentially increase fan-
out.

Since this paper evaluates large teams of robotics agents,
it is appropriate to note that coordination of large-scale
teams has received attention [14], particularly in the area
of swarm robotics (e.g., [16]) and more recently applied to
search-type applications [23]. Additionally, there has been
some work on defining levels of team autonomy [9, 22]. How-
ever, this area is still new in HRI and we know of no in-depth
comparision using large-scale teams of performance between
the different types of autonomy and how they’re affected by
workload or operator expertise. However, it is appropriate
to note that WiSAR is similar to urban search and rescue,
which has been studied in the context of MI control [2, 17]).

3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Participants were given the role of supervisor over a WiSAR

mission where the primary task was to find a missing per-
son as quickly as possible. Our short term goal was to
study how granting JA, DA, or MI to agents of a large-
scale robotic team affects performance. More long term, we
wanted to learn when MI works and why. In light of prior
work, we evaluated how the level of workload and the par-
ticipants’ prior knowledge affected performance since these
factors were previously identified as limitations to the po-
tential benefits of dynamic interaction [11].

Two experiments were performed. Experiments were coun-
terbalanced to avoid learning effects. Subjects were compen-
sated for their time. Participants were given a time limit of
10 minutes for each trial. Each participant completed four
trials plus a training mission that explained the purpose of
their mission and introduced them to the simulator.

3.1 Apparatus
Each WiSAR trial took place in a simulator. Participants

controlled 200 robotic searchers with the goal of finding five
missing persons distributed randomly across a map. As il-
lustrated in the simulator screenshot in Figure 1, agents are
initially clustered in the center of the interface. 10 backpack
items were hidden around each missing person as clues, fol-
lowing a Gaussian distribution. In addition, a number of
distracting items were scattered across the map following a
uniform distribution. The picture of the missing person is
shown on the far right as well as the list of all items from the
missing person’s backpack. On the left is shown a map of the

search area and the distribution of searchers. Between the
map and the images from the backpack is a queue of items
(backpack items, distractors, images of the missing person)
found by the searchers and waiting to be classified by the
operator (by pushing the “keep” or ”reject” buttons of the
user interface).

During experiment one, the number of distracting items
was varied to provide different levels of workload. During ex-
periment two, the number of distracting items remained con-
stant, but some participants were given a map with shaded
regions, corresponding to areas that had a high probability
of containing the missing persons (Figure 2). The shaded
regions of the maps simulated imperfect prior knowledge;
one of the five clouds was not paired with one of the five
missing persons and the distribution of the clouds differed
from the actual distribution of the backpack items..

3.2 Descriptions of Autonomy
Levels of autonomy. As described in the introduc-

tion, an agent’s level of autonomy includes the roles that
the agent performs. These roles include (a) the amount of
responsibility held by the searchers and (b) the amount of
authority that the searchers had to change their responsi-
bility. For these experiments, levels of responsibility were
high, medium, and low (described below). For DA and MI,
searchers had authority to switch between these levels, and
for JA and MI the human supervisor had authority to change
between these levels. Under DA and MI, we refer to the fac-
tors that determine when a switch is made as the trigger.
Depending on the type of autonomy, participants were able
to create and delete search areas, and assign searchers to
search areas.

Adaptive autonomy. Under DA, participants had no
direct control over the searchers and simply classified items
that the searchers found. Searcher agents would begin with
high responsibility, performing a 30 meter sweep2 that fo-
cuses on the center of the search area before fanning out
to the more distant locations. If the searchers finish sweep-
ing the area without the human classifying an object from
the backpack, the searchers selected a new search area and
repeated.

The trigger for switching between high responsibility and
medium responsibility was when the supervisor identified a
backpack item3.When this happened a subset of searchers
would create a smaller, more detailed 6 meter search area
centered around the item and conduct a detailed search.
At this medium level of autonomy, they would continue to
search the area until they found the missing person and the
supervisor classified it as such, repeating the search if neces-
sary. The trigger for switching from medium to high respon-
sibility was when the supervisor indicated that the missing
person had been found. This level of responsibility is con-
sidered medium because the trigger to enter and exit this

2When we use the phrase an “N meter sweep”, the N refers
to the distance between ground searchers. WiSAR opera-
tions often include sweeps at various searcher densities [19].
3Typical factors that have been used at triggers for switching
autonomy in other work include changes in human workload,
human physiological signals that indicate stress or negative
emotion, robot self-diagnosis that indicates lack of progress,
or task-specific signals that indicate performance is lower
than expected. Switching autonomy when the human iden-
tifies a backpack item is a task-based trigger that mimics
changes in operator intent/workload.



Figure 1: The testbed.

level depended on input from the classification task. Under
DA, searchers never used the low level of autonomy.

Adjustable autonomy. Under JA, the search supervi-
sor explicitly triggered all changes in the searchers’ level of
responsibility via a menu. Under high responsibility, the
searchers had permission to create their own search areas
and perform a 30 meter sweep, successively moving on to
new search areas as they completed the previous one. Un-
der low responsibility, searchers would perform a search of
an assigned area, awaiting for further instructions when the
sweep was completed.

If the supervisor created a “small” (defined as less than
22,500 square cells, e.g. 150 by 150 cells if square) search
area around a discovered and classified item, then assigned
searchers to it, the searchers would immediately go to medium
level. At this medium level, they would continue searching
until they discovered the missing person and the supervisor
classified it as such, repeating the search if necessary. After
the missing person was located and classified, the searchers
would return to low responsibility to complete their current
search area and find as many backpack items as possible. Al-
though the first experiment allowed the supervisor to cause
searchers to perform an 18 meter search, no participants ever
used this so it was not included in the second experiment.

Mixed initiative. In MI scenarios, the searchers would
start with a high level and return to this level whenever pos-
sible. If the search supervisor assigned them to a search area,
they would immediately sweep the area; when complete, the
searchers would choose their own subsequent search area.

There were two triggers for agents to enter medium re-
sponsibility. First, a supervisor could manually create a

small (see above) search area around a discovered and clas-
sified item. Assigning searchers to it would cause the agents
to search until the missing person was discovered and clas-
sified. Second, if a discovered item was classified as a back-
pack item this would trigger the searchers to create their own
small search area around it, moving to medium autonomy
until the missing person was discovered and classified.

3.3 Metrics
The metrics we used can be broken into two main cate-

gories: task performance and management overhead/workload.
We assigned a subjective level of importance to each metric,
relative to their ecological significance as outlined by experts
in WiSAR [19] and gleaned from live field trials [8].

3.3.1 Task Performance
For WiSAR, task performance metrics include (a) the pri-

mary task of finding and classifying the missing persons,
(b) the secondary task of finding backpack items, and (c) sup-
porting tasks such as covering as much ground as possible.

Primary Tasks.

• Average number of missing people classified — high
importance. The main measure of success in a wilder-
ness search and rescue domain is whether the missing
person is found.

• Probability of success — high importance. This met-
ric, used in the Search and Rescue community, equals
the probability that the missing person is contained in
a given search area (“probability of area”) times the
probability that a searcher senses the missing person



given their search paths in the world (“probability of
discovery”) [8, 19].

We assumed a static distribution for the location of the miss-
ing person (probability of area) that peaked directly over the
missing person and decayed linearly reaching zero at a radius
of 50 cells from the missing person. Although future work
should consider other models, this model is a first order ap-
proximation to observed distributions from missing person
histories [21]. The probability of discovery varied slightly
between experiments, but generally followed models devel-
oped by WiSAR experts [19]; we will discuss the models
when we discuss each experiment.

Secondary Tasks.

• Average number of backpack items classified — medium
importance. Participants were told that their primary
task was to find all five missing people, but that they
should try to find as many of the backpack items as
possible.

• Average number of items found — low importance.
• Average searcher distance — low importance. The

number of 6m×6m cells moved. For simplicity, searcher
speed was constant regardless of terrain.

• Simple coverage — low importance. The combined
percentage of the searchable terrain that was covered.

3.3.2 Management Overhead/Workload
Management overhead and workload metrics measure de-

mands on (or performance of) the supervisor. Each of these
metrics is derived from a secondary task, either identify-
ing items or managing the interface. Secondary task per-
formance is a way of measuring workload the complements
subjective approaches such as NASA-TLX.

• Average number of timesteps to classify items — medium
importance. Time is counted between when an item is
placed in the classification queue and when the super-
visor chooses to keep or reject the item.

• Overhead — medium importance. The amount of time
spent on management tasks such as creating search
areas, selecting searchers, assigning searchers to search
areas, and changing searchers’ autonomy level.

• Time to localize — medium importance. The amount
of time between between finding the first item in a
backpack and finding the missing person.

• Average timesteps inactive — low importance. The
number of timesteps when a searcher is completely idle,
awaiting instructions from the superviser.

4. EXPERIMENT ONE:
HIGH VS. LOW WORKLOAD

The first experiment had a three by two design, comparing
performance over the three types of autonomy and two levels
of workload (high and low). The high workload condition
had 400 distracting items uniformly distributed across the
map, and low workload distributed 200 distracting items.
12 people voluntarily participated and performed four trials
each, resulting in 48 test cases. For this experiment, the
probability of discovery came directly from models devel-
oped by WiSAR experts [19]. When searchers performed a
30-meter sweep, they had a 50% probability of finding an ob-
ject as passed the object, where passing an object included
the cell they occupied as well as the two cells to either side.

When searchers performed a 6-meter sweep, they had a 90%
probability of finding an object in their cell with no prob-
ability of finding an object in an adjacent cell. This model
preserves relative distances: (6/30 meters matches 1/5 cells).

A two-way analysis of variance was performed. If results
for a particular metric are not reported, there is no signif-
icant difference across either workload or autonomy. Most
importantly, there were no significant two-way interactions
between workload and autonomy type suggesting that per-
formance between autonomy types did not depend on the
level of workload.

Workload. Of the metrics considered, only the average time
to classify items showed a significant difference across the
two workload conditions (F(2,31)=5.04, p=0.032). Under
JA, classification time was significantly higher for high work-
load (1726.4 simulator time steps4) than low (926.3 time
steps) Under MI, classification time between high (2059 time
steps) and low workload (511.3 time steps) was even greater.
This significant increase indicates that increasing the num-
ber of distracting items does indeed increase workload, though
the difference in workload was not high enough to prevent
the operator from performing well in the primary task met-
rics.

Differences in Autonomy Types. On the other hand, aver-
age searcher distance, simple coverage, and average number
of items classified all differed across autonomy types. Inci-
dentally, all three of these metrics are classified as “low im-
portance” in Section 3.3, so we will forgo in-depth discussion
and merely say that MI and DA resulted in approximately
21% more distance traveled than JA, and DA resulted in
more coverage and more items classified than MI or JA.

Discussion. The differences in the amount of time required
to classify items indicates that adding more objects of inter-
est does impact workload, but this change in workload does
not significantly impact primary task performance across au-
tonomy types. We discuss this result using the perspective
of fan-out.

First, note that for this task performance grows with fan-
out; as more agents become involved in the search, the prob-
ability that the missing person will be found grows quickly.
Second, note that recent work indicates that if progress slows
too much while an agent waits for attention from the super-
visor, then fan-out can be very small, especially in the pres-
ence of variability [6]. Although the secondary tasks had to
wait for operator input, there were enough available agents
that it was possible to make considerable progress toward
the goal even if particular agents had to wait for attention.

Neither the time to find the missing persons nor the prob-
ability of success were significantly impacted by an increase
in workload. The reason why differs for different types of au-
tonomy. For DA, the agents perform a less intelligent search
than they would with human input, but they are continually
covering ground, even when the operator has a backlog of
objects to classify. As soon as the operator indicates that
an object was from the missing person’s backpack, which
triggers a more refined search, it is likely that other relevant
objects or even the missing person has been found. For JA,

4Note that time values are reported as time steps so that
they can be generalized to varying searcher speeds.



Figure 2: Simulator map with expert clouds.

objects in the classification queue waited longer for opera-
tor input than under DA, but the search strategies used by
the operators were efficient enough that performance did not
significantly degrade.

Thus, we conclude that performance is less susceptible
to variations in workload if agents can still make progress
toward the objective even when workload causes some tasks
to wait for a while for human input.

5. EXPERIMENT TWO: PRIOR KNOWL-
EDGE

The second experiment also had a three by two design,
comparing performance over the three types of autonomy
and two levels of prior information (high and low). Low
information had no prior information, but high information
presented prior information using the shaded areas shown in
Figure 2. 18 people participated in the second experiment,
resulting in 72 test cases.

Since the first experiment showed that there was little
difference in performance between high and low workload,
the second experiment adopted a uniformly high level of
workload. Additionally, two key parameters were modified
between the first and second experiments. First, searcher
agents were slowed down. Second, the sensor model for each
agent was modified, making it less probable that an agent
would detect an object; for a 30-meter sweep, the probabil-
ity of detection was 25% for the searchers cell and the cell
on either side, and for the 6-meter sweep the probability
of detection was 45% for just the searchers cell. Although
these two changes have less claim to ecological validity since
the ratios no longer match models from WiSAR experts, the
changes make it less likely that the simple relatively coarse
search strategy employed when the agents are working un-
der high autonomy will yield success. This makes human
input and expertise more important, both in choosing the
right responsibility level and in focusing search efforts in the
correct areas.

Two-way analysis of variances performed for each met-
ric indicated that with the exceptions discussed below, the
following trends hold: (a) none of the metrics showed statis-

tically significant differences between supervisors with and
without prior knowledge, (b) all the metrics showed a sta-
tistically significant difference across autonomy types, and
(c) none of the metrics showed any statistically significant
two-way interactions. As a result, we can infer that the prior
knowledge of the supervisor did not affect the measured per-
formance, but autonomy management did.

There were two noteworthy exceptions. Simple coverage
was statistically significant across prior information level,
autonomy type, and had two-way interactions. Also, the av-
erage time to find at least one backpack item from both four
and five missing people was statistically significant across
prior information level and autonomy type. These will be
discussed in-depth later.

5.1 Primary Task Performance
Searchers who employed MI had the highest probability

of success at 57.5%and 56.9% for informed and uninformed
supervisors, respectivley, although an analysis of variance
showed that there was no statistical significance (F(2,62)
=1.13, p=0.2919). JA had the second highest probability
of success, while DA came in last (Figure 3). This dif-
ference across autonomy type was statistically significant
(F(2,62)=89.53, p=0.0001).

Figure 3: Probability of success

Differences between the number of missing persons found
per trial were statistically significant across autonomy types
(F(2,62)=7.37, p=0.0014). Figure 4 shows how JA and MI
resulted in the most missing persons found on average, while
DA did significantly worse. This poor performance by DA
can be directly related to the searchers’ lack of prior knowl-
edge and poor decision making in their choice of which areas
to search.

5.2 Secondary Task Performance
Giving the searchers DA allowed the supervisor to clas-

sify the most items (Figure 5). This is statistically signifi-
cant (F(2,62)=28.0, p=0.0001). However, this metric does
not tell the whole story. 88% (400 out of 455) of the items
were distracting items. DA’s strength was covering a large
amount of terrain effectively and quickly, allowing it to find
many of the items, with a proportionally high ratio of dis-
tracting items to backpack items. With a supervisor par-
ticipating in MI and JA, coverage was less inclusive but fo-
cused on areas with high probability of containing the miss-
ing person and their backpack items. Such focused coverage



Figure 4: Total number of missing persons found

occurred both because of prior search information (e.g., the
search clouds) and because of the more effective response to
a known object of interest (e.g., focusing more agents on an
object from a backpack). This enabled MI and JA to out-
perform DA when just backpack items were considered (Fig-
ure 6). This is also statistically significant (F(2,62)=4.55,
p=0.0143).

Figure 5: Average percent of items classified

DA and MI resulted in the most distance covered by the
searchers (Figure 7). In both cases, the searchers had the
autonomy to immediately choose a search area if they would
otherwise become idle, so their performance in this metric
was almost identical. JA autonomy performed on average
15% worse in this metric than DA. When searchers at a
medium or low level of autonomy completed a task, they
would stop moving to await further instructions, reducing
their possible searcher distance. These differences were sta-
tistically significant (F(2,62)=54.12, p=0.0001).

Differences in coverage were statistically significant (F(2,62)
=52.61, p=0.0001). DA resulted in almost 90%, followed by
63% for MI and below 55% on average for JA. In addition,
the differences between informed and uninformed supervi-
sors were statistically significant (F(2,62)=7.88, p=0.0067)
for JA (t=12.18, p=0.05) and MI (t=3.08, p=0.05). Under
both these types of autonomy, informed supervisors would
focus their search on the search clouds, significantly reduc-
ing the amount of area they covered though keeping their
travel distance high.

Figure 6: Average number of backpack items found

Figure 7: Average searcher distance

Note that coverage is not necessarily proportional to searcher
distance. Since the searchers operating under MI traveled
as much distance as the searchers using DA, the difference
in the amount of coverage is due to the searchers operating
under MI repeatedly covering the same ground. This is not
necessarily bad in practice, since a single pass over a given
search area does not result in a 100% probability of detec-
tion and some areas have a higher probability of containing
the missing person than others.

5.3 Management Overhead/Workload
Searchers operating under DA and MI are never inactive

by design, but searchers under JA sat idle 18% of the time.
This was due to high operator workload (the supervisor un-
able or choosing not to respond), a lack of supervisor aware-
ness when searchers finished a task (the supervisor unaware
of a need to respond), and difficulty in finding the inactive
workers because of interface design or other reasons.

DA served as a baseline measurement for classification
time, since the supervisors had no other workload than clas-
sifying items. Speed was correspondingly high, on average
163 timesteps. When searchers were using JA, supervisors
had to give them a lot of attention and their performance
suffered (923 timesteps per classification). Using MI, super-
visors were able to take advantage of the searchers’ increased
independence and focus more time on classifying items, re-
sulting in 550 timesteps per classification on average (Figure
8). These results were statistically significant (F(2,62)=5.97,
p=0.0043).



Figure 8: Average time to classify items

Figure 9: Workload

Figure 9 shows the supervisor’s management workload in-
cluding selecting searchers, creating search areas, assigning
searchers to a search area, assigning searchers to travel to
a point on the map, deleting search areas, and changing
searcher autonomy levels. Only results for JA and MI are
reported, since DA supervisors were not given the ability
to perform any of the aforementioned actions. This differ-
ence in workload is statistically significant (F(2,62)=54.75,
p=0.0001). In addition, this benefit is reflected in such met-
rics as the time it took supervisors to classify items. With
less workload, supervisors were able to devote more time
to classifying items, resulting in a shorter average time to
classify each item.

5.4 Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the results from all individual met-

rics, including those that were not discussed in detail. In
general, MI resulted in better performance than scenarios
where adaptive or JA were used. Although MI did not rank
first in several metrics, it ranked first in more of the met-
rics than either DA or JA, including both of the “High Im-
portance” metrics and many of the “Medium Importance”
metrics. In metrics where it did not rank first, it came in
second place in many metrics — often a very close second.
We conclude that MI was better than DA and JA for this
experiment.

For generalization purposes, it is useful to discuss why MI
outperforms JA and DA in WiSAR given the specific auton-
omy implementations, since prior work indicates that this
is not always the case. The first reason is that there were

Table 1: Overall Autonomy Rankings

High Importance DA JA MI
Prob of success 2nd 1st
Avg # missing people classified 1st 1st

Medium Importance DA JA MI
Avg # backpack items classified 1st 2nd
Avg time from item to owner 1st 2nd
Avg# of timesteps to classify items 1st 2nd
Var between terrain types 2nd 1st
Workload N/A 2nd 1st

Low Importance DA JA MI
Avg searcher distance 1st 1st
Simple coverage 1st 2nd
Avg timesteps inactive 1st 1st
Avg # items classified 1st 2nd

complementary abilities between the supervisor and the au-
tonomous agents. This is apparent by noting that JA and
MI were strongest in metrics falling under the primary and
secondary task performance categories, while DA fared es-
pecially well in management overhead metrics. This obser-
vation is reinforced by noting that most human supervisors
chose to complete their primary task of finding all five miss-
ing people before focusing on the secondary task of finding
as many backpack items as possible. Qualitative observa-
tions indicate that while supervisors focus on localizing a
single person, autonomous agents continue to cover ground
in other areas, striking a good balance between coverage and
detection.

The second reason that MI outperforms JA and DA is
that the problem of micro-management, identified in prior
work [5], did not significantly decrease performance. Recall
that the supervisor’s level of prior knowledge made little dif-
ference in the results; informed and uninformed supervisors
were helped or hindered by the type of autonomy equally
in most metrics. When searchers were operating under MI,
the supervisor would often override the searcher’s choice of
actions with one they deemed more effective. This often
resulted in a waste of the searcher’s time and travel, but
if the supervisor possessed prior knowledge, this overrid-
ing resulted in a better end-performance. However, qual-
itative observations suggest that supervisors often failed to
take travel time into account, often assigning searchers to
search areas a long distance away rather than assigning un-
committed searchers based on their proximity to the desired
area. Although better training or more experience might re-
duce this negative effect, the effect suggests prior knowledge
about what areas to search is counterbalanced by a poor
assignment of agents to tasks. Thus, the complementary
abilities of search agents and the supervisor tend to cancel
problems associated with micro-management.

The third reason that MI outperforms JA and DA is that
progress can be made without agents having to wait for ex-
tensive periods of time for human input. Simply put, there
were enough agents that even if some were being closely
controlled by a human, other agents could use environmen-
tal triggers to manage their roles in a way that allowed them
to contribute to the search. Moreover, the interface made
it relatively easy to manage agents; interaction times were
low since the supervisor could easily understand agent intent
and easily task agents.



6. CONCLUSIONS
Theoretically, agents operating under mixed initiative have

all the initiative of adaptive autonomy, while still giving
the supervisor the control flexibility of adjustable autonomy.
Provided that agents and the supervisor have complemen-
tary abilities, this can potentially make mixed initiative (MI)
control superior to adaptive autonomy (DA) and adjustable
autonomy (JA). For this experiment, MI outperforms JA
and DA suggesting that it is possible to achieve the theoret-
ical benefits of MI control for some problem domains, even
though some prior work indicates that problems of MI can
sometimes outweigh its benefits.

Two aspects of these specific experiments allow MI to out-
perform DA and JA. First, the performance on the task
was proportional to fan-out, high-fan-out requires consistent
progress by agents, and MI allowed agents to make progress
without waiting too long for human input. Second, the na-
ture of the task and the design of the interface allow the
operator to easily perceive agent progress and intent, and to
easily task multiple agents to perform the task.

The results of these particular experiments suggest more
general lessons for applying MI to large-scale robotic teams.
In particular, they indicate that MI can approach its the-
oretical benefits but that at least three requirements must
be met. First, agents and the supervisor must have comple-
mentary abilities. Second, agents must be able to progress
without waiting for human input. Third, the human must
be able to interact efficiently with large numbers of agents.
Future work should revise these lessons and evaluate how
generally they can be applied.
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